
Build Rest into Work Today and Prepare for Eternity
Part 7 of our teaching series on "Seeing our 'work' Biblically"

Deuteronomy 5:12-15; Matthew 25:14-30

Greensburg, Kansas, population 1500, was once best known for being home to the largest
hand-dug well. But that changed on May 4, 2007. Tornado sirens sounded and the townspeople
rushed to basements & storm shelters. When they emerged, they saw the devastation that the
205 mph F-5 tornado produced. Everything in a 22 mile long and 2 mile wide path was ravaged.
95% of the town of Greensburg was destroyed. 11 residents lost their lives. The entire town
was homeless. The destruction was beyond description.

But the town of Greensburg would rise again. Together, the community sought a new future.
First, they put enormous effort into the massive cleanup needed. BUT then, they came up with a
bold plan to rebuild a more environmentally conscience and sustainable town. They were going
to put the "green" back in Greensburg. Powered by wind turbines, they are 100% run by
renewable energy, 100% of the time. It was the first city in our nation to be turned into a "green
town". Greensburg is now flourishing - go look at their website sometime - it is impressive.

This real life story helps us to picture what is happening in our whole world. When God created
the world it was good. But when sin entered, it produced devastation over the whole planet,
relationships and life worse than any F-5 tornado can produce in a small town. That included
corrupting our work efforts so TODAY we face extra frustrating, toilsome, painful and difficult
situations. This sin problem is far more expansive than just work. Praise the Lord, God has
taken the initiative to implement a plan of redemption. That starts by redeeming us from our
sins through Jesus' death on the cross and bodily resurrection from the grave. God is developing
a new group of people dedicated to the Lord Jesus Christ. We're adopted into His family, we're
given a new nature and we're promised an inheritance in heaven. Through Jesus, we have an
ongoing personal relationship with God that will last through eternity. During our earthly life,
we are all given an important role in this first step of the new restoration - share this good news
with others and let it transform our own lives. Now, we know Christ, but we don't know Him
fully. We have experience God, but we have not experienced Him to the level we will. The next
phase of God's rebuilding happens when Jesus comes back bodily and removes the curse of sin
onj^ture & culture as well as completely binding the evil spiritual forces who deceive people
and encourage them to selfishness, destructive pride & sin.

Picturing ourselves in this restoration God is doing raises another question: what is the
connection between our work now and our work in the future? In other words, very little
physical remained in Greensburg, Kansas after the tornado, BUT the ability and knowledge of
the people wasn't destroyed. What they had learned through work and life was not only there
after the tornado - but it was a real asset for a better future. Is there anything we are learning
t_oday in our various work responsibilities that God will use in a positive way after death - in
either the millennium or new heavens & earth? Let's go back to a parable that Jesus shared in
Matthew 25 to help us picture this.
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PROPOSITION: Rest, as God has prescribed, is invaluable for working as God has intended -
there are things we are learning today through our work that we will use in the millennium and
new heavens & earth.

L The effect of work today on our lives in heaven Matt 25:14-30
This parable is often called the parable of the talents. A "talent" in those days didn't refer
to abilities you have - like playing the piano - but it referred to a large amount of money -
20 times the annual salary of a day laborer. For simplicity sake, think of it as $1 million in
our day. That's why the New International Version translates this "bags of gold" instead of
"talent" so you will think of a large amount of money, not an ability you have. Jesus tells us
that this parable will help us understand what the kingdom of heaven is like. The word
"again" that starts verse 14 refers back to the phrase "the kingdom of heaven wit! be like"
in verse one. The parable itself is calling us to use the abilities, life situations, and finances
God has given us for the advancement of Jesus's work in this world now. What I want to
focus on is the connection between our work now and our work in the future.

A. God has greater work for us to do the future Matt 25:21, 23
READ V 14-15. To each of the servants, the master entrusted different amounts of
money. In our world today, God has entrusted each of us with different amounts of
responsibility, finances, and life opportunities. Never envy what someone else has or
gloat about what they don't have. We are simply God's servants and called to do the
best we can with what we been given. READ v 16-17. The first two servants took
those resources and immediately went to work. Now the "work" that they were doing
here is investing - they were working to bring positive gain from the finances
entrusted to them.

Now look carefully at the Master's reply. To the first servant he says in verse 21
READ. To the second servant he says in verse 23 READ. The replies are identical
even though on the outside the first servant would appear so much more successful
than the second servant. Again don't compare the results of your service to the Lord
with the results of others -for good or bad - we are all given different resources and
opportunities. Simply do the best for Jesus with what you have. Now notice the
following sentence in each of the replies: "you have been faithful with a few things;
I will put you in charge of many things." There is a continuity of work here. They
have done some work on earth, now Jesus has greater work for them to do in the
millennium and new heavens & earth. Our work does not end in this lifetime. Work

was given to humans before sin ever corrupted life. We will have work in the future.
And that work will be far greater in terms of significant than anything we can do now.
But something else is true - there is some connection between the work here and the
work later. These servants' work np^ qualifies them or opens up for them more
significant work responsibilities in the life to come. What might that connection be?

B. It is not the 'outcome' of our work that survives (II Peter 3:10-13)
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Turn to II Peter 3 near the end of the New Testament. Here the apostle Peter describes
for us what will happen when Jesus comes back - the "day of the Lord" refers to
Jesus's second coming. READ v 10 - sounds a little like that Tornado in Greensburg,
Kansas. READ v 11-13. Notice that there is a transformation that will happen when
Jesus returns where many outwardly things are destroyed - heavens disappearing
with a roar, elements destroyed by fire, earth and everything in it laid bare,
everything destroyed in this way. But then this will be replaced with a new heaven
and new earth where righteousness dwells.

So in terms of our work, it is not the outward things that most likely will survive. If
you build the best house, it's probably not going to be there for the millennium. Like
Greensburg most everything on the outside was destroyed. But did that mean that
everything was destroyed in Greensburg? Not at all! All of the knowledge, experience,
loomed abilities, and aspirations learned thru work of the residents was still there. And
remember, the reason we put much effort into making physical things better now is
NOT to think we can bring in the millennium by our own strength but it is for the
common good now! As Martin Luther said, "God doesn't need our good works, our
neighbors do." In the process, we are learning skills, knowledge and attitudes in our
work now that will be helpful in life after death on a real planet - whether a restored
earth during the 1000 year millennium or on the new earth for eternity.

C. But skills & attitudes we have learned through work won't be wasted
Another way we can think about this is that there are certain skills or lessons you

^ learned when you were younger that are now very helpful to you. What you are doing
now is far more complex and expansive than anything back then, but your.^iwious
experiences have really helped you. My mom insisted I take typing class - "Why" I
asked, "I don't have the skills to be a typist." Yet that typing skill helped me
enormously in computing programing - it didn't teach me anything about computers
or programming but it definitely made my programing work more efficient &
effec^e-. My experiences & skills learned setting up campsites as a boy scout &
Christian camp counselor & my camp maintenance responsibilities helped me
immensely when we had to convert the warehouse into this church building. Now,
none of that learning when I was young prepared me for the complexity lof this
project, but aspects of those early jobs helped lessen my learning curv^I could not
have foreseen this. The skills, abilities, and attitudes that we are learning through
our work efforts now will not be wasted. I doubt we'll use all of them, but some will
be very helpful to the greater work Jesus gives us in the future, like the responsibility
& diligence learned by the servants in our parable.

A Vermont pastor shared this truth a couple years ago to encourage his people and a
woman came up afterwards very sad. "Fm a nurse. How is anything I am learning
going to help in the new heavens and earth when there is no sickness?" I love that

question because it helps us let go of trying to figure out exactly what skills we are
learning now that will be helpful later - while also encouraging us to look bigger.
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Besides medical knowledge a nurse leams problem-solving, compassion, calmness
under pressure, following instructions, attention to detail, etc! Pretty valuable in any
age!

D. What things are you leaming now in your work that will be valuable for millennium & etemity?
So what things are you leaming right now in your work, whether that work is paid,
chores at home, volunteering, service for the Lord, studying in school, or overcoming
disability - what things are you learning right now in your work that MAY be
valuable for the millennium and eternity? You're not trying to come up with a
definitive answer, but it's a question that can help us see our work now differently!
For those who work Biblicallv in this lifetime, Jesus will probably use some of what
we learn to help our work in the future. Remember we are NOT going to all have the
same abilities or responsibilities in the millennium or new heavens & earth which
follows. And as the parable graphically showed, this encouragement is not for those
who are lazy, self-focused or aren't working Biblically.

II. Work is not effective without regular rest Gen 2:1-3
Turn to Deuteronomy 5. The very first passage we studied in this teaching series on work
was Genesis 2:1-3. You probably don't remember, but I skipped the most important part of
those verses to save for the end. This is the end. Let me read those Genesis verses asTquick
reminder.

'^Thus the heavens and the earth were completed in all their vast array. By the seventh day
God had finished the work he had been doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his
work. Then God blessed the seventh day and made it holy, because on it he rested from all
the work of creating that he had done.'''' (Genesis 2:1-3, NIV)

A. Day of rest every week - ("Sabbath rest") Deut 5:12-15
God intentionally combines work and rest. God, who is all-powerful and needs no
sleep, takes one day rest out of 7 in doing the work of creation as an example for us.
Our viork will not be effective long term without regular rest as God prescribes. Rest
and work are meant to go together. Deuteronomy 5 expands on this^day^ofxesfthat
God wants us to intentionally take every week. Let's read v 12-15. READ. Notice 4
simple truths here...

1. Treat the day different "Keep it holy"
We are to treat one day a week very differently than all the other days. V 12 -
"keep it holy". Set it apart. Treat it different. It is not a time to "catch-up" on all
the chores you didn't get done because you were watching TV, playing games or
browsing the web. Do you have a day each week that you personally treat
different? If not, you multiply your problems with work whether in the home,
workplace, community or church.

2. Special God focus "to the Lord"
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Second, this day is to have a God-focus. V 14 - "the seventh day is a Sabbath
to the Lord your God," There is to be a special "God focus" to that^nce a
weel^da'^hat is more and different from our glorifying God through om

'everyday work. This day is dedicated to the Lord. Even in the NT where the
physical day started to change from Saturday to the first day of the week,
Sunday started to be referred to as "the Lord's Day". (By the way that change
ofphysical days was because of the bodily resurrection ofJesus). Dedicating a
day to the Lord doesn't mean you are doing something spiritual every^moment -
but our honoring Jesus on that day is done first and foremost - everything else is
secondary. We don't let other things stop us from that. Now, if you are regular at
our Sunday worship service and Sunday School where we learn Bible truths in
age appropriate ways - then you have made a strong God focus of this day that
is different than other days.

3. Refrain from work or having others work for you "not do any work"
Third, you are to refrain from regular work on the rest day you have chosen.
READ y 13-14a. Not do any work. We are to refrain from as much regular
work done on other days as we can. On Sundays at our home, we only have a
simple lunch that doesn't take much prep or clean-up and snacks joi^pBer^
When we were doing cloth diapers with little kids ̂ which takes a lot of work
we did artificials for Sunday. In NT days, we get to choose the day - in college, if
made my rest from Sat supper to Sunday supper because I knew there would be
Monday tests I needed to study for on Sunday night. God is far more serious
about this than Christians believe today. The Lord told the Jewish people that
their exile in Babylon was 70 years because they didn't set aside 70 Sabbath
years for the land.

But there is something else said about work on the Sabbath. READ rest of y 14.
Now that is a list! All those extra words are there for a purpose - not only are we
to refrain from working, but we are to also refrain from having anyone else work
for us on that day of rest! I've long encouraged you not to shop on Sunday ~ that
is making others work that day and it is killing society. Without rest, emotional
& relational problems skyrocket, not to mention our work the other 6 days
suffers. As one church sign said, "A field that has rested gives a bountiful
crop."

4. It's a sign of freedom and redemption "Remember you were slaves"
Fourth, taking a day off from work each week & dedicating that day to the Lord
is a sign of freedom & redemption. READ v 15. Only, slaves have no choice but
to work every day. The Jewish people didn't hav^^^^rivilege of a Sabbath
when in Egypt - but now God has redeemed & rodcGmcd them. Anyone who
doesn't obey God's comt^and to take a day of rest is a slave - a self-imposed
slave! Don't let your emofjfes, selfishness, desire for comfort, need to please
others, materialism or other things enslave you. You are free in Jesus Christ. We
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declare our freedom when we regularly take a day of rest dedicated to Jesus
every week.

B. Are you "rested" after the weekend or your day off?
So here is the simple question - currently are you well rested and ready to go back to
work on Monday? (Or the day after which ever day you choose as your rest day.) If
not, there is a high likelihood you are violating God's plan for rest, you have willingly
enslaved yourself to something less than God wants and you will face fatigue that saps
your courage & makes you more vulnerable to temptations at work. On the other
hand, Sabbath rest not only replenishes our bodies & minds, but it puts life & work in
perspective. We can't see our work properly without getting some distance from it
which that rest provides. It helps break the false idols of trying to prove ourselves,
gain our own sense of worth & identity by what we do, or save ourselves. Resting
helps us to enjoy and honor God's goodness all around us. When we rest for a Sabbath
day, we actually celebrate our design. We show our trust in the Lord because there's
always the "to do list" that is crying out to be done.

C. Other important rest (including from unrealistic expectations)
God has designed other important rest into human life that directly affects our work ...

• Nightly sleep - Humans are built to spend about 1/3*^^ of the day sleeping. Many
"driven people'* believe they are different and only need five or six hours of sleep?
The Wall Street Journal reports that for every 100 people who think they're a ) |
member of this "sleepless elite," only^fiye actually are. Only 1-3% ofpebple can
actually pull off sleeping five or six hours a night without their work, school, or
relationships suffering. Plan in adequate sleep and limit your screen time at night
which studies are showing harm good sleep. .

• Personality rest - Introverts need time alone if they work with people all day.
Extroverts need time with people if they work alone all day. Simply plan in these
times of rest as a part of your work. It is part of cooperating with God's design.

• Unrealistic expectations - A big break we need is from "unrealistic expectations"
in our work. If you never give yourself margin for things that can go wrong, you
will constantly be frustrated - we live in a world that is broken - there will always
be interruptions. Two of the biggest unrealistic expectations our culture refuses to
acknowledge is how much time it takes to raise kids and how mu^ time it takes to
run a house-hold. Both take more time than people

D. Necessity of wise 'limits' in work today Prov 23:4a; Ps 127:1-2
Finally remember the necessity of wise 'limits' for your work today. Don Carson has
said "Don't fritter. When you work, work hard; when you are not working, quit
entirely." Of course, I was frittering when I found this quote! © But your company.
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your boss, your kids, your-^^^e have expectations that often don't have limits. In a
capitalistic society, it is the workers responsibilitv to set limits when not set by others.
These limits are not asking your company to change so vgur life is easier - give a
good day's work and then a bit extra. But there comes a place where it is simply
overwork. You need to set limits when they go way beyond what is agreed to time
wise. REMEMBER both oygrwork and under work violates the created nature we

been given by God and leads to break down.

Tons more we could do but no more time. Thus ends our worship teaching series on work. Stay
tune for stage two of this project in a couple months.
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